Mad Libs—“Cleaning House”

What is a noun?

A noun is a word that names a person, place thing or idea.

(Ask your friend to give you nouns to fill in the blanks. Once all the blanks are filled in, read the story outloud!)

Today, Mom said we had to clean the house because it was messier than a ____________.

(noun)

First, I had to  pick up all the ______________ off the floor. Then she swept and

(plural noun)

vacuumed, but the vacuum broke because it was jammed with a huge ____________!

(noun)

One of my jobs was cleaning the couch. I lifted the cushions and found a ______________

(noun)

and a ______________! After I put those away, I had to clean under the couch where I

(noun)

found a bunch of stinky _________________! We filled a bucket with ______________

(plural noun) (plural noun)

and mopped the floor. Lastly, I took out the garbage, which was heavy because it was so

full of ____________. I hope next time we clean I don’t find any more ____________!

(plural noun) (plural noun)